L20 Doors/ shutters/ hatches

480  DOORSETS EXTERNAL STEEL SINGLE OR DOUBLE DOOR SETS

- Manufacturer: Rotec Security Solutions, Lytham Drive, Bramhall, SK7 2LD
  T: 0161 439 4433  E: info@rotecsecurity.co.uk
  - Product reference: Ro-door 200 series – Securedefend LPS 1175 SR2
- Door leaf: Material - 1.5mm Zintec attack face with plates internally reinforcing at strategic positions.
  - Size - 45mm thick composite door leaf with astragal lip to closing edge
    - Finish as delivered: powder coated.
- Frame and architraves: Material - 1.5mm Zintec steel. Profile - Single Rebated 38mm x 100mm.
- Reinforcing - At hinges, lock keeps and fixing points. Welded construction.
  - Finish as delivered: powder coated.
- Key Features: Double hinge to top of door for additional strength. Incorporated anti lever cover strip to closing edge of door leaf.
- Door Furniture: Choice of ASSA Modular Deadlock, ASSA Modular Sashlock or the Surelock McGill Sterling ST range. Exidor Heavy Duty Panic hardware available with an optional key outside (all subject to door type selected).
- Monkey tail bolts on the passive leaf or panic hardware depending on hardware selected.
- Optional Extras: Door Viewer (subject to hardware) Pull Handles (subject to hardware)
  - Fixed Over panel (subject to hardware)
  - Perimeter seals: Manufacturers standard, including threshold weathering strip.
  - Fixing: mechanical fixed by plug and screw method or equal to suit security requirement.
  - Louvres: vertical reinforcing bars positioned through the centre of the blades every 130mm.
- LPS 1175 SR2 Doors are Secured by Design approved